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coast –as in the case of cormorants, gannets,
Lesser Scaups or seagulls-, creating thus the
natural funnel of Plaiaundi. 

This geographic location contributes to the
variety of species existing during migratory
periods. This turns Palaiaundi into top-quality
vantage point for bird watching. Most of these
birds are essentially aquatic, among which we
can stand out the wading birds –frequent in
slimes and wet areas-, herons, or anatidae
passing with the aim of resting after a long
journey –both in autumn months and in
breeding periods- and of feeding. The
presence of these specimens increases during
the colder months, with usual birds like sailing
birds, such as birds of prey, storks, and cranes.
In sum, almost 175 different animal species

Routes:
Guided visits for groups are organised from the Information
Point. Telephone number for previous reservation:
943 619 839
On the other hand, it is possible to visit the park following the
self-guided route, consisting in 17 explanatory panels
distributed along the 2 kilometres of the itinerary.
In addition, The Txingudi-Jaizubia Marshes also organises
environmental activities.

Birdwatching:

Along the park, there are several spaces established for
watching bird species.

The Plaiaundi Ecology Park is located
among the Bidasoa River, the Jaizubia
irrigation channels, and the Bay of

Biscay, whose waters was the Txingudi Bay.
Between the towns of Irun and Hondarribia,
and with views over the neighbouring France,
this natural oasis was shaped by tides as they
pleased and it is now one of the most
important and busy bird migratory routes in
Europe.

At present, Plaiaundi is space of naturalistic
importance and internationally recognised,
integrated into the Special Bird Protection
Area (SBPA) "Txingudi" and into the Site of
Community Importance (SCI) "Txingudi-
Bidasoa." Both spaces are proposed to be an
active part of the European Network of
Protected Areas called Natura 2000. In
addition, this space is also part of the Ramsar
List of Wetlands of International Importance. 

Together with Bizkaia’s Urdaibai, Plaiaundi is
one of the most important places in the
whole Basque Coast with regard to bird
fauna. This is because of its privileged
location, at the foot of the Pyrenees wall,
being one of the few passes without
unevenness in these latitudes. Here converge
birds going through the inner part of the
continent and those flying parallel to the

TO KEEP YOURSELF BUSY

Txingudi marshes
ecological park

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS

Ecology Park

• TXINGUDI EKOETXEA:
Txingudi marshes interpretation centre located 
in Playaundi:
Pierre Loti Ibilbidea, s/n 20304 Irun. 
Tel.: 943 619389  • www.euskadi.net/txingudi    
ekogarapen@terra.es

Is located on the Txingudi Bay, near the Bidasoa
River mouth. 
By road: Plaiaundi: in Irun. N-I road towards
France; A-8 exit Irun/Hondarribia. Jaitzubia: in
Hondarribia. N-I and N-638 roads towards
Hondarribia; A-8 exit Irun/Hondarribia.
Public tranport: Eusko Tren and RENFE in Irun. Bus
lines in Irun and Hondarribia.

94 ha. space for visits (Plaiaundi Ecology Park and
Jaitzubia Marshes).

Irun.
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frequent this amazing habitat during the
whole year.

The park has a 24-hectare surface, two inner
lakes, a fresh water lake, an intertidal beach,
and several watching points for visitors to
know more about the habits of the birds
coming to Plaiaundi before continuing their
journey. The offer also includes a complete
Interpretation Centre, revealing all the
information issues related to the wetland, like
the animal species, the plant species, and the
reason of migrations. 

The wetland of the Bidasoa river-mouth
is an area with a high natural value 

The Eurasian spoonbill is just one of the 175
animal species in Txingudi.
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TO KEEP YOURSELF BUSY

Educational programme of 1-hour duration and later route
through the park (working days and school period).

Organised activities:
The Basori Company organises several Active Tourism
activities in the surroundings of the park. Horse riding
routes, hiking, Mountain Bike, climbing, archery or
rappel are some of their proposals.
Basori: Tel. 94 669 32 04

Areas to visited: Terrasauro. Gastornis Land. Animalia.
Moreover, there is a children’s area (Dinotxiki), an
exhibition site, recreational areas, and a restaurant.

free, on their own. Nevertheless, that is only
one part of this project. Within its popularising
aim, Karpin aspires to get into the complexity
of life in a pleasant, funny, and rigorous way,
using traditional means –the direct watching of
animals and their customs, for example-, but
also into state-of-the-art technology, as it
happens in the Darwin Palace. 

In addition to the shelter for living fauna, the
park’s proposal is complemented with other
spaces that get deeper into the animal world
and its evolution, from a ludic and educational
perspective. The best examples are the
Terrasauro and Gastornisland, two places
evoking the presence of dinosaurs and those
species that reigned after their disappearing.
The first one is a palaeontological camp where
we can find some of the most amazing saurian
species, such as the Tyrannosaurus Rex,
faithfully recreated by means of huge sized
sculptures. The second offers the possibility to
observe reproductions of mammoths, cave
bear cubs, sabre-toothed tigers, or our human
ancestors.  

Moreover, the park has several ludic spaces for
children, an exhibition hall, a souvenir shop,
and a restaurant-bar.

This animal reserve, unique in the Basque
Country, is located in the Karrantza Valley.

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
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Ecology park

20 ha

Two possible accesses from Bilbao (55 minutes).
The first one, through the A-8 road (exit
Colindres/Burgos) and the new N-629 express way
corridor. The second one, inland, through the BI-630
(recommended for those who want to visit other
appeals of Las Encartaciones previously).

• KARPIN ABENTURA:
Bº Biañez s/n. Karrantza.
Tel: 946 10 70 66 / 626 62 22 45. Fax: 94 4478841
iniciativas@inciativasambientales.es
www.karpinabentura.com

Karrantza. It is located in the western border of the
historical territory of Biscay, placed in the
Encartaciones comarca.

Karpin 
abentura

It was born as a recovery and reception
centre for wild fauna almost 15 years ago,
but as time went by, the Karpin Abentura

became an animal reserve, the only one in the
Basque Country. In 2007, the park is a big
educational space approaching the evolution of
the species and of the planet itself, from the
beginning of time up to now. This property is
located in the Ibañez Quarter of Karrantza, in
the Biscayan region of Encartaciones, and it
gathers more than 55 species, representing the
different Iberian and European fauna. All the
living specimens are in small habitats
accurately reproducing their original
ecosystems, thus allowing the visitor to get to
know wolves, panthers, crocodiles, brown
bears, European bisons, or Griffon vultures.
Here we must add the special attention paid
to local and tame breeds. 

Karpin Abentura is, above all, a project with a
conservationist and ecological philosophy,
aspiring to preserve the natural heritage,
watch over our environment’s values, and
promoting the love for environmental
education among the visitors. This is the
reason why all the living creatures inhabiting
the park are specimens given by individuals or
institutions, and creatures unable to survive

The Black Panther, one of the many species
inhabiting the ecology park.
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WALKING AND TOURING THROUGH TH

T
he Basque Country is a land to enjoy

over short distances. And there is no bet-

ter way of doing it than on foot or

cycling. Its orography, full of small coastal moun-

tains, narrow valleys and inland massifs, offers coun-

tless small routes that will please all nature lovers.

Trekking is probably the most pleasant way of kno-

wing the Basque Country.

All Basque regions offer countless signposted rou-

tes among green landscapes that people can easily

follow.You will find information on all of them in

local and regional tourist offices and in the brochu-

re ‘Hiking in the Basque Country’, including detailed

charts of a selection of 21 routes.

Those keen on mountaineering will also have the

satisfaction of following routes that are more diffi-

cult. For example, those routes signposted as long-

distance paths (GR), linking and surrounding the

main mountain massifs of the three territories of

the Basque Country.

Trekking lovers and cycle tourists live together

along the 127 kilometres of greenways in the

Basque Country. These ways recover old and non-

used railway routes for everybody to enjoy.

The use of bicycles as leisure elements is growing

in the Basque Country, but their use as a usual

means of transport is increasing too. While big

towns increase the number of cycle lanes, known as

‘bide-gorris’, little by

little an inter-city net-

work of cycle lanes

gets shaped, allowing

us to move around the

main Basque towns

riding our bikes.
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Long-distance paths (GR):

GR 35 Transhumance Route
GR 9 Las Provincias Cattle Track
GR 34 Donostia – San Sebastián – Arantzazu
GR 120 Route of the Three Churches
GR 38 Route of Wine and Fish
GR 21 Ignatius Route
GR 12 Basque Country Path
GR 1 Historic Path
GR 20 Tour through Aralar
GR 123 Tour through Bizkaia
GR 121 Tour through Gipuzkoa
GR 25 Tour through the Llanada Alavesa skirting round the mountain
GR 98 Tour through the Urdaibai Biosphere Reserve

Greenways in the Basque Country:

1 Atxuri Greenway
2 Arditurri Greenway
3 Arrazola Greenway
4 Galdames Greenway
5 Maeztu Greenway
6 Plazaola Railway Greenway
7 Urola Greenway
8 Vasco Navarro I Railway Greenway
8 Vasco Navarro II Railway Green
9 Zadorra River Greenway

Cycle lanes

Toll motorway

Main Road

Cycling Routes

KEY TO THE PICTOGRAMS




